
The world wide decentralized Trade Show
in the film industry

BUILT DIFFERENT

Part II: October 31st – November 13th, 2022



What is Chaos?

• Brand new trade show format

• Global and decentralized

• Connect manufacturers with their audience

• Through product demos, master classes, Q&A sessions and much more

• At any language or time zone

• Through www.thechaosshow.com

Exhibitors of the 1st Chaos Show, November 2021:



7 USPs of The Chaos Show and how 
you can benefit from it.
1. The Network Effect (Metcalfe's Law)
2. The Ability of Scalability 
3. The Lead Generator
4. The Sustainability of Your Investment
5. The Content Generator
6. The Cost Effectivness
7. The World Wide Audience



1. The Network Effect (Metcalfe's Law)

Each exhibitor bringing the attention of their  audience to The Chaos Show, is generating a huge Network 
effect.



2. The Ability of Scalability 
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Through online presentations, your input (initial effort) is NOT correlated to the visitors.
You have the same input (effort), no matter if you reach 10 potential clients, or 200.



3. The Lead Generator

How much do you normally spend on a badge scanner during a trade show?
With the Chaos Show, it`s all included.



4. The Sustainability of your Investment

Don`t get us wrong, The Chaos Show requires an effort, almost like a regular trade show.
However, your investment will be far more sustainable!

Investing in a small studio set-up, will arm you for future online presentations walk-throughs or even online support services.

At a regular trade show

After a regular trade show

At the Chaos Show

After the Chaos Show



5. The Content Generator

Throughout The Chaos Show, exhibitors generate a huge amount of content, which can also be distributed after the show.



6. The Cost Effectivness

The Chaos Show is very cost effective. No need to pay for renting a space,
building a booth, paying for logistics and travel costs, batch scanner, and much more.

In theory you could just do it with your phone.

Investment for a regular 
trade show

renting booth building booth travel costs

logistics time other

Investment of 
The Chaos Show

renting booth building booth travel costs

logistics time other



7. The World Wide Audience

The Chaos Show is world-wide. Visitors do not need to travel. They can attend from anywhere, even from set.
If they cannot attend, they still can watch the recordings.



Thinking outside the box
Even The Chaos Show can be compared to regular trade shows, by letting exhibitors think outside the box, 
it can lead to an unmatched experience for both the visitors and exhibitors. Here are some ideas, which can 
Make your first Chaos Show a unique success:

Online 
presentations

New product launches

Organizing local events

Q&A sessions

Unique studio design

Master classesRound tables

Inviting special guests



JOIN THE CHAOS!

Want to know more?

Get in touch with us at 
info@focuspulleratwork.com


